
Designed by  ~  Maria Cole
Graphic 45® Supplies:
1 pk Charmed 12 x 12 Collection Pack     (4502470) 
1 pk Charmed Journaling Cards      (4502474)  
1 pk Charmed Stamp Set      (4502476)  
1 ea G45 Classic Black Hybrid Ink Pad     (4502395)  
1 pk Rectangle Scallop Layer—Husk     (4502477) 

Tools, Adhesives & Ink:
Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tools, bone folder, 
1” hole punch, various adhesives, acrylic stamping blocks 

Notes:
•	The product packaging will be used, do not discard.
•	All	measurements	are	width	x	height,	unless	specified.
•	When cutting papers, be mindful of the pattern direction.
•	For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!
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— Charmed DIY Gatefold Album —

Directions: 
1. Cover: Take 12” 
x 12” collection 
packaging and trim 
off a 12” x 8” piece. 
From this piece, cut 
two 3” x 8” pieces; 
you will have one 6” 
x 8” left over. Label 
pieces per photo.

2. With remaining packaging,  
cut two 12” x 1¼” pieces; rotate  

and trim each to 8” x 1¼”.  
Save remaining packaging for  

the belly band in step 33. 

3. Locate two sheets of  
So Spooky and cut two 

10½” x 8”. 

4. Take a So Spooky 
and adhere the left 
front cover, one spine, 
and back cover on 
top, leaving 1 ⁄8” space 
between. 
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5. With the second 
So Spooky paper, 
adhere the right 
front cover and 
remaining spine so 
that	they	are	flush	
against the right 
side, leaving 1 ⁄8” 
space between. 

6. Adhere the piece 
from step 4 over 

the piece from step 
5 so that there is a 

1 ⁄8” space between 
the back cover and 

right-side spine.  
After your adhe-

sive dries, fold 
along the 1 ⁄8” sec-

tions, then unfold. 

7. Find one 
sheet of Frank-
ly Frightful 
(B-side) and 
cut to 10½” x 
8”. Adhere this 
paper so that 
it	is	flush	with	
the left side. 

8. Take your 
second sheet of 
Frankly Fright-
ful (B-side) and 

cut to 10½” x 8”. 
Adhere this over 

the other paper 
so	that	it	is	flush	

with the right 
side. After your 
adhesive dries, 

fold along the 1 ⁄8” sections, then unfold. 

9. Inside left cover: Locate 
Oh Bats and cut a 6” x 
8” piece. Score in half 

vertically at 3”. Cut off 
pumpkin border from Sit 

for a Spell; trim to 6” long 
and adhere to the bottom. 

Attach stickers.

10. Locate the following  
small journaling cards.  
Score each one ½” from  
the top horizontally. 

11. Take Oh Bats paper from 
step 9 and fold in half; the  

B-side should be face up. Ad-
here only the ½” scored section 

of the Boo journaling card to 
the top. Adhere the ½” scored  

sections of the remaining cards 
at 1”, 2”, 3”, and 4” from the 

top to create a waterfall page. 
Add stickers, then adhere to 

the left inside cover. 

12. Pocket page 1: Find 
one scalloped cardstock. 
Locate Charmed stamps 
and stamp “Boo” and 
four fancy lines using 
Classic Black ink pad. 
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13. Take Charmed (B-side) and 
cut a 12” x 8”. Score vertically 
at ½”, 6”, and 11½”. Fold paper 
in half vertically at 6” so that 
the ½” scored section is on the 
left. 

14. Adhere the bottom 
and left sides (½” scored 

section only). Punch a 
semicircle at the top using 

a 1” circle punch. Trim a 
6” long cat border from 

leftover Sit for a Spell; ad-
here	so	it’s	flush	with	the	

right side. Adhere the left, 
bottom, and right sides 

of cardstock. Score “Frankly” card ½” from the top; 
adhere.	Insert	“Oh	Bats”	card;	attach	flag	stickers.

15. Find Let’s Party paper and cut 
a 4” x 12” piece. Score in half hori-
zontally at 6”. Locate leftover Sit 
for a Spell and cut two 4” long “Oh 
Bats!” borders; adhere to the top 
and bottom of the paper. Adhere 
cardstock; stamp pumpkin and 
star images. Attach square sticker. 

16. Pocket page 1 (back): 
Adhere remaining 6” cat 

border. Fold Let’s Party 
paper in half and adhere. 

Adhere journaling card on 
top of Let’s Party paper; 

attach square sticker. 

17. Take leftover Let’s Party 
paper and cut a 4¾” x 12” 

piece. Score paper 6¾” hori-
zontally from the bottom. 

Score large card ½” from the 
left vertically; adhere just the 

scored section to the paper. 

18. Fold paper along score 
line so that the b-side is 
face up. Take small card 
and score ½” vertically 
from the left; adhere just 
the scored section to pa-
per. Attach sticker. Insert 
this into the pocket page. 

19. Take the 
pocket page and 

adhere the ½” 
scored section 
only to the left 

spine. The edge 
of the pocket 

page should be 
flush	to	the	left	

side of the spine. 

20. Back inside cover: Find  
Hey Pumpkin and cut a 6” x 12”. 
Score horizontally at 4” from  
the bottom. 

21. Fold 
paper along 

the score 
line so that 
the 6” x 8” 
portion of 

the paper is 
face up. (The little jack-o-lanterns 

should be facing upside down.) 
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22. Locate the following 
journaling cards. 

23. Adhere cards on top 
of the 6” x 8” section of 

Hey Pumpkin, repeating 
step 11. 

24. Adhere 
the 4” x 
8” back 
side of Hey 
Pumpkin 
to the back 
cover. 

25. Flip the waterfall up. 
Take large card and score 

½” from the left vertically; ad-
here. Cut “Charmed” border 
from leftover Sit for a Spell 

to 6” and adhere. Adhere just 
the left, bottom, and right 
sides of small card; insert 

“Sit for a Spell” card. Attach 
sticker. 

26. Pocket page 2: Locate your 
second sheet of Sit for a Spell 
(B-side) and repeat step 13. 

27. Take some cardstock 
and stamp the lady image in 

the lower left corner. Take 
“If the Broomstick Fits” (B-
side) small journaling card 

and cover the area where 
the lady is; use washi tape 

to hold in place. Then stamp 
the line image per photo.

28. Repeat step 14 using 
6” long purple bat border 
from Sit for a Spell and 
small card. Take stamped 
cardstock and score ½” 
from the left vertically; 
adhere just the scored 
section to paper. 

29. Pocket page 2 
(back): Adhere remain-

ing 6” long purple bat 
border. Take journaling 
card and score ½” from 

the top horizontally; 
adhere just the scored 

section to the paper.

30. Find leftover Hey 
Pumpkin (B-side) and 
repeat step 17.

 
31. Repeat step 18. Insert 
into pocket page 2. 
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32. Repeat 
step 19 on 
the right 
spine. The 
edge of the 
pocket page 
should be 
flush	to	the	
right side of 
the spine. 
Inside right 
cover: attach 
stickers.       

33. Belly band: Locate a 12” x 1” cover packaging 
piece. Find your second sheet of Charmed (B-side) and 
cut one 12” x 1” piece. Score each piece 13 ⁄8”, 75 ⁄8”, and 
9” from the left.

34. Take your sec-
ond 12” x 1” cover 
packaging and 
trim to 75 ⁄8” x 1”. 
Cut one 75 ⁄8” x 1” 
Charmed (B-side). 
Score both pieces 
13 ⁄8” from the left. 

35. Fold cover packag-
ing pieces along score 

lines per photo, with the 
packaging design facing 

outward. 

36. Adhere pieces 
together to form a 
rectangle shape. 

Then fold 
Charmed (B-
side) pieces and 
adhere over the 
packaging pieces. 

37. Take journal-
ing packaging and 

trim a 53 ⁄8” x 5¼” 
piece from the 

bottom. Find If the 
Broomstick Fits 
and cut out 4¼” 

x 4¼” “Charmed” 
image. Locate your 

second Charmed 
sheet (B-side) and 

cut a 4¾” square. 
Layer and adhere 
papers as shown. 

38. Find your second 
sheet of Hey Pumpkin 
and fussy cut three 
pumpkins. Fussy 
cut the haunted 
house from the small 
journaling card.

39. Find “No 
Tricks” border 

from leftover Sit 
for a Spell; trim 
to 9¼”. Fold and 

adhere border 
around belly band 

so that the left, 
front, and right 

sides are covered. 
Adhere haunted 

house and two 
pumpkins to paper. 

Adhere photo mat 
under the belly band. 

Adhere remaining 
pumpkin image on 

top of the belly band 
and attach sticker.   

40. Close your  
newly completed 

gatefold folio, place 
the belly band over  

it and enjoy!
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